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Duvall: Mormon Bibliography 1981

mormon bibliography 1981
L

scott H duvall

in 1978 approximately 220 books pamphlets and articles were
published on mormon topics in 1979 the figure rose to 335 and in
1980 it increased to 367 this burst of publishing which took place
during the 1979 1980 years occurred in large measure we at special
collections in the harold B lee library thought because of the
sesquicentennial celebration frankly we expected a decrease in
mormon publication in 1981 we were wrong of the 531 items in
5 2 were published in 1981
this mormon bibliography 1981
1981 452
1981 the
rest appeared in 1980 and are included in the figure for that year
several of these were masters theses and phd dissertations which
were not included in last year s bibliography the interest in mormon topics by the non mormon as well as the mormon audience is
still growing
an analysis of the different sections of this bibliography and a
comparison with last year s bibliography will aid the readers understanding of this growth for example in the arts and literature
section this year there are fifty four entries compared with forty four
last year the publication of mormon novels in 1981 surpassed
the record set in 1980 there seems to be an audience for novels
which are set in mormon experience whether that experience be ir
in
the past or the present
the largest increase over last years bibliography occurred in the
contemporary books and articles section 121 compared to 69
Soni ajohnson the ERA mormon women s concerns
articles on soniajohnson
III
the MX missile issue and the joseph smith 111
ili blessing were the
major topics which attracted national and church attention in fact
these issues prompted more national press coverage in 1981 than did
the sesquicentennial activities of 1980
although in the inspirational section of the bibliography the
same number of entries appear this year as did last year the overall
emphasis among these publications shifted in 1980 the majority of
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items listed in this section aimed at encouraging people to live better
personal lives see for example paul H dunns I1 challenge you
you
1I promise you the ellsworthg
Ell
realyou
ellsworths
lYou
Rea
real
sworths getting to know the rear
red
or randall mehew s to lengthen ones stride A personal guide to
better living in 1981 however the amount of publication of this
nature decreased while several more items pointed specifically to
marriage and family relationships
change also occurred this year among those books and articles
listed under the doctrinal heading not only did the amount of
material in this section increase from forty nine to ninety two but also
publications appeared on topics not treated last year for instance
the coverage of marriage family and priesthood from a doctrinal
viewpoint marks a change in publishing and writing emphasis in
addition several items appeared which dealt with various church
doctrines in their historical settings see for example thomas G
alexander the word of wisdom from principle to requirement dialogue 14 fall 1981 78 88 or linda K newell A gift
given A gift taken washing anointing and blessing the sick
among mormon women sunstone 6 september october 1981
1981
16 25

in short the amount of publication on mormon topics continued
unabated in 1981 some shifts of emphasis and some increases in the
amount of material listed in different sections of the mormon biblio
liography
graphy 1981 have been noted it is hoped this analysis will aid
those students of current mormonism who watch for such changes
however subtle these changes may be
ARTS AND

literature

agrelius mike comes a poet whittier calif happy valley publishers 1981
agrelius mike bagley pat benson steve and call bruce especially for anyone
whittier happy valley publishers 1980
ailen
allen
alien jean five women portraits in sour
tour
bour acts provo utah new century press
four
1981

ailen
allen
alien pat M love Is easy
love Is hard and other stories salt lake city
utah bookcraft 1981
allred gordon starfire salt lake city deseret book co 1981
arnold marilyn
art and the noble idea this people 2 conference 1981
24 27

bart peter thy kingdom come new york the linden press simon &
schuster 1981
blake jennifer golden fancy new york fawcett gold medal 1980
booth wayne C
art and the church or
the truths of smoother
dialogue
orthe
13

winter

1980

9 25
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bradshaw merrill
toward a mormon aesthetic
brigham young university
studies 21 winter 1981 91 99
Saint speak the mormon dictionary salt lake city orion
card orson scott saintspeak
books 1981
chaffin bethany legacy of a long and gentle season orem utah noble
publishing 1980
songs arom
cheney thomas E ed mormon songsfrom
atom the rocky mountains A compilation
from
of mormon folksongs salt lake city university of utah press 1981
1981
christmas R A
another angel dialogue 14 summer 1981 117 131
151
cracroft richard H
seeking the good the pure the elevating A short history
of mormon fiction part 1I
ensign 11 june 1981 56 62
A short history of
seeking the good the pure the elevating
mormon fiction part 2 ensign july 1981 56 61
cox janet summer green salt lake city deseret book co 1981
1981
crockett maline C more
afore stories to see and share salt lake city deseret book

co

19811
198

decker delynn concerning love and other things provo MC printing 1980
durrant george D and durrant matthew M theres an enemy sub in potters
pond salt lake city bookcraft 1981
dialogue 13 winter 1980 66 70
shocks of grain
egbert robert L
eyre richard M the awakening salt lake city bookcraft 1981
gardner john Mickels
afickelssons
mickelssons
sons ghosts new york knopf 1981
1981
gerstner nickolag
Nickolae
nickolae and anderson
andersonjuanita
juanita B no bed in deseret new york ace
books 1981

gunn richard
co 1981
1981

L

A search for sensitivity and spirit

sait
salt lake city deseretbook
deseret book
saltlakecity

spurlocks
henrie maxine anderson Spur
locks saint orem randall publishers 1981
holler salt lake city deseret book co 1981
hughes dean hooper haller
1981
A proselytors dream
jones helen walker
dialogue 14 spring 1981 77 83
trailing clouds of glory
keele alan frank
artistic treatments and
Mis treatments of the pre existence theme
mistreatments
sunstone 6 july august 1981
1981
47 51

lambert neal E ed literature of belief sacred scripture and religious experience
perience provo religious studies center brigham young university 1981
olivy
mccloud susan evans for love ofivy
1981
of ivy orem kenning house 1981
morgan howard pancho andme
and me newport beach calif crown summit books
andee
1981

nance debbie

my family
1980

tree begins with

me

salt lake city

hawkes

publishing
newman marsha reflections of eve and her daughters concord calif wellspring 1981
pearson carol lynn overheard at the dance salt lake city bookcraft 1981
1981
societys
tys sisters notebook salt lake city
the ready relief Socie
bookcraft 1980
seven poems
this people 2 winter 1981 32 33
perry dennis R
clinton larsons the witness the quest for a mormon mythic
masters thesis brigham young university 1981
consciousness
1981
peterson levi S
sunstone 6 september october 1981
shriveprice
price
the Shrive
50 58

randle kristen home again N hollywood calif

embryo books 1981
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richards aurelia the mormon trail salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
scripture stories salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1980

19 8 1
salt lake city RIC publishing co 1981
sunstone 6 may june 1981 40 43
demons
new voices new songs contemporary poems by mormon
women
dialogue 13 winter 1980 47 61
starchily
stewart doug and thomson linda higham Star
starchild
child pleasant grove utah

dont tell me no

sealy shirley
sillitoe linda

ensign productions 1981
science fiction and mormonism A three way
Straub haak sandy and joe
straubhaak
straubhaar
sunstone 6 july august 1981 52 56
view
81
1981
takahashi jeannie happily ever after salt lake city bookcraft 19
terry ann the secret of the diamond fireside salt lake city RIC publishing

co 1981
1981
turner jessie silhouettes ofthought
salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
thought
of
waite lu jones downwind clouds of fire orem randall publishers 1981
1981
stories ror
weyland jack first day of forever and other storiesfor
for LDS youth bountiful
utah horizon publishers 1980
punch and cookies forever and other storiesfor
stories fot
for LDS youth bountiful

horizon publishers 1981
sam salt lake city deseret book co

1981

contemporary
an

all

on fire
27 47

sonia ajohnson
johnson
soniajohnson
interview with Soni

dialogue

14

summer 198
19811

what are you doing looking up here
ailen
alien
allen james B and harris john B
graffiti mormon style
sunstone 6 march april 1981 27
40
2740
messages from the manuals
II 8 fall
exponent 11
anderson lavina fielding
1981

1

4

mormon women and the struggle for definition contemporary
women
sunstone 6 november december 1981 12 16
religious intermarriage and divorce in utah and the mountain
bahr howard M
states
journal for the scientific study of religion 20 september 1981
1981
251 61

phd
A marital strengthening program for latter day saints
baker terry R
dissertation brigham young university 1980
utah holiday 11 november 1981 31 40
culture shock
barber phyllis
11
II 7 winter
exponent 117
up from depression again
barker janet freeman
1981

13

mormon women and the struggle for definition
bennion francine russell
sunstone 6 november december 1981 17 20
what Is the church
science digest 89 june 1981 25
biggest gene study ever
sunstone 6 march april 1981
embracing the whole truth
bitton davis
50 51

bradlee ben
jr and van atta dale prophet oxblood
benjr
of blood the untold story ofervil
ofblood
benar
putnamsr
Putnams sons 1981
lebaron and the lambs of god new york G P putnams
1981
analysis of clothing needs of LDS families in
brennan janice hartman
guatemala city and the extent to which homemakers meet those needs
master s thesis brigham young university 1981
through home sewing
1981

230
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brigham janet

world

shades of black and white living the gospel in the business
this people 2 conference 1981 38 41
A thousand lights christmas on temple square
this people

holiday 1981 12 13
bringhurst newell G saints slaves and blacks the changing place of black
people within mormonism westport colo greenwood press 1981
britsch R lanier
on the pacific frontier the church in the gilbert islands
ensign 11 october 1981 28 31
LDS church educational objectives and motivational
brockbank linda
influences for seminary attendance A comparative analysis
masters thesis
mastersthesis
brigham young university 1981
brown robert L and brown rosemary they lie in wait to deceive A study of
anti mormon deception mesa ariz brownsworth publishing co 1981
und
brown victor L human intimacy illusion andreality
and reality salt lake city parliament
publishers 1981
F jr
buckley william ajr
strange declaration of the mormons
cormons
Mor mons
national review
nationalreview
33

fjr 740

26 june 1981

burke frank edward A demographic study of a singles branch in the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints
masters thesis university of utah 1980
cahill jerry P
the seattle temple ensign 11 february 1981 755 76
campbell beverly challenges of the
80s
the80s
the new era 11 april 1981 18 21
courage and pain women who love god and defy their
carpenter teresa
churches
Red book april 1980 p 19
redbook
redhook
an analysis of the speaking style of ezra taft benson
christensen david alma
masters thesis brigham young university 1980
1943 1968
cormons
Mor mons
church of jesus christ of latter day saints mormons
in handbook of
denominations in the united states 7th
ath ed rev edited by frank S mead
pp 91 98 nashville tenn abingdon 1980
ap
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
the well known secret of
happiness
pp 63 66
readers digest november 1981
1981 ap
collins william P
the bahai faith and mormonism A preliminary survey
world order 15 fall 1980 winter 1981 33 45
mormons
contreras
cormons
contrerasjo
selling ERA to Mor
Contrera
newsweek 13 july 1981
mons
contrerasj
J
1981 p 226
sJ
A conversation with beverly campbell
dialogue 14 spring 1981 45 57
crowther jean decker what do 1I do now mom
growing up guidance for
young teenage girls bountiful horizon publishers 1980
dastrup suzanne little succeeding as a single parent implications for divorced
masters thesis brigham young university 1981
latter day saints
1981
chinese christianity since 1949 implications for the
bruce john marvin
dean brucejohn
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
masters thesis brigham young
university 1981
11 7 spring 1981
womans perspective exponent 117
one comans
5
II
derr jill mulvay
education in zion
intellectual inquiry and revealed truth
sunstone 6
january february 1981 59 61
vicki
ehlers carol jeanne robinson vickijo
Vickijo
jo and newbold elisha M the daughters of
god prophecy andpromise
and promise salt lake city hawkes publishing 1981
mormons
cormons
Mor
elbertjoan
mons and the MX missile
christian century 98 15 22 july
eibert joan
elbert
1981
725 26
1981725

esplin fred
the saints go marching
holiday 10 june 1981 33 48
hollday
holida

on learning to live

with success

utah
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flint jerry
flintjerry

bye bye birdie
forbes
forces 8 bjune
8june
ap 31 32
june 1981 pp
gardner marvin K
ensign 11 june 1981
taking the church anywhere
38 44
goodman vera
new Direction
ERA the new face of missionaries
yor
nor
directions
directionsor
jor
for
women 10 july august 1981 1
gruss edmond C cults and the occult phillipsburg
Phillips burg NJ
presbyterian and
reformed publishing co 1980
hall bill yesterdays minorities how quickly we forget liberty 76 march

sor

april 1981
harper bruce T

9

the church

publishes a new triple combination

ensign

11

october 1981 8 19
expohawkins
jean davey reminiscence growing up female and mormon
hawkinsjean
11
II 8 fall 1981 7
nent 118
ajr jr the beginning of actual life sunstone 6 july august
hill donald G
1981

25

gjr
27

hill jonathan rice

A kinship survey of cancer in the utah mormon populaphd dissertation university of utah 1980
tion
A mighty change of heart
dialogue 13 winter 1980
hogan edward R
71 74

howard richard P

III blessing designation the
ili
the joseph smith 111

LDS RLDS exchange

story of the

saints herald 128 1 may 1981 12
the most republican state in the union

hrebenar ron
utah
the social
science
solence journal 18 october 1981 103 14
sciencejournal
in the battle for the ERA a mormon feminist waits for the balloon to go up
people magazine 29 december 1980 5 january 1981 pp
ap 66 67
james kimberly between two fires women on the underground of mormon
polygamy
the therean 1981 68 82
johnson sonia from housewife to heretic garden city NY doubleday 1981
1981
the woman who talked back to god and didnt get zapped
Ms november 1981 p 51
yun
kimn
yuri
religious affiliation and migration intentions
kirn yurl
kim
kan stephen H and kimm
in nonmetropolitan utah
rural sociology 46 winter 1981 669 87
kimble teena the mormon way A guide to the mormon lifestyle
life style salt lake
city bookcraft 1981
civil disobedience at the mormon temple
kocol cleo F
humanist 41
september october 1981 5
larsen kenneth L
the mormon prophet search 148 fall 1981 42 43
lebaron verlan M the lebaron story lubbock tex keels & co 1981
woman an LDS
LD S perspective
19 8 1
this people 2 fall 1981
lee rex and janet
20 23

sweet harmony mormon youth symphony and chorus
lubeck kathleen
the new era 11 march 1981 20 25
sensational virtue
lynn karen
nineteenth century mormon fiction and
american popular taste
dialogue 14 fall 1981 101 11
MX basing change sought
und
aviation week andspace
and space
sadoe technology 114 11 may
1981

26

A new direction in language testing concern for the one
madsen harold S
brigham young university studies 21 spring 1981 189 204
marcus
MarcusRuth
national naw
ruth NOW revives attempt to remove mormon judge nationallaw
marcusruth
law
journal 3 6 october 1980 6

232
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marlow holt carleton mormonism and the womens rights movement orem
mormon council on public information 1981
cormons
mckeever william answering mormons
Mor
mormonsquestions
mons
1981
bor
mont questions ap
1981
means howard
inside the mormon church
washingtonian 16 march 1981

np

125

miller heather rosemary
conversion the mass media and the church ofjesus
ofjesus
phd dissertation united states international
christ of latter day saints

university 1981
mormon judge wont disqualify self in ERA recission case

winter 1980 12
mormons
cormons
Mormons and MX
the nation 232 16 may 1981 588
mormons
cormons
Mor mons and the MX missile
christian century 98

ADA world35
world 335
15 22

july

1981

725 26
mormons
cormons
Mor
christianity today 25
mons register gain ecumenical churches drop
26
june 1981 33
26june
mouritsen maren M ed ye are free to choose agency and the latter day saint
woman provo brigham young university press 1981
mower G
dietary evaluation and education of missionaries
masters
jeanne
gjeanne
ajeanne
thesis brigham young university 1980
personal conscience and priesthood authority
ackson
newell LLJjackson
dialogue 13
winter 1980 81 87
yom like to see the slides of my mission bountiful
nielsen larry how would you
horizon publishers 1980
sex and the sister saint
exponent 111
nielsen margaret W
117 summer 1981 8
exponent 711
117
717
nilson alleen pace language as a revelation of values
111
III winter
1981 5
time 18 may 1981 p 28
nix to MX
nye george A
Counter culture club
christian century 98
church as counterculture
25 november 1981 1230 32
palmer david A in search ofcumorah
of cumorah new evidences for the book of mormon
from ancient mexico bountiful horizon publishers 1981
1981

ili

petty neilcraig
neil craig factors influencing enrollment and Non
neli
nonenrollment
enrollment in selected
LDS institutes of religion
edd dissertation brigham young university
1980

piette christian lumiere sur ie mormonisme
Mormon isme braine lalleud
Edit eurs
ialleud belgium editeurs
de Littera
lique 1981
biblique
litterature
ture Bib
populations at low risk of cancer A workshop held in snowbird utah
journal of the national cancer institute 65 november 1980 1055 96
raish martin
all that glitters uncovering fools gold in book of mormon
sunstone 6 january february 1981 10 15
archaeology
ritchie J bonner
Ritchi
ritchiej
the institutional church and the individual how strait the
gate how narrow the way
sunstone 6 may june 1981 28 35
romney richard M
heroes of manhattan
the new era 11 march 1981

eJ

28 33

rytting marvin

the need

for moral

tension

sunstone 6 july august 1981
1981

20 24

saints encouraged to respond appropriately to joseph smith 111
III
ili blessing

saints

herald 128 15 april 1981 1
our family trees have roots in utahs mountain vaults
schueler donald G
smithsonian december 1981 pp
ap 86 95
233
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senzee kay
exponent 171
single survival
117 winter 1981 6
111
sherlock richard
abortion politics and policy A deafening silence in the
sunstone 6 july august 1981 17 19
church
cormons
Mor mons looking forward and outward
shipps pan
shippsjan
jan the mormons
in where the spirit
leads american denominations today edited by martin E marty
many pp
ap 25 40
atlanta ga john knox press 1980
smith ida the psychological nedds
needs of mormon women
sunstone 6 march

april 1981 59 66
spicer judith lee cox
fertility change in utah 1960 1975
1975 phd dissertation university of utah 1981
stahle
stable linda
LDS materials A supplement to
measuring the reading level of
oflds
oflas
masters thesis brigham young university 1981
the dale word list
1981
stathis stephen W
A change Is
mormonism and the periodical press
underway
dialogue 14 summer 1981 48 73
stewart
Stewar
jon and wiley peter cultural genocide the american indians two
stewartjon
stewartson
tJon
greatest resources their children and their land are threatened by the
penthouse june 1981
mormon church
1981 p 80
stewart jon syfrit
A protestant response to the belief of the mormon church in
america
phd dissertation drew university 1981
stott gerald norman
the impact of education on religiosity A study of mor
phd dissertation southern illinois university
mons and southern baptists
at carbondale 1981
stringham joseph G
the church and translation brigham young university
studies 21 winter 1981 69 90
A comparative study of former LDS placement and non
taylor grant hardy
placement navajo students at brigham young university
phd dissertation
brigham young university 1981
exponent 117
thirty minutes with the prophet
111 winter 1981 9 11
11
exponent 117
thomasson gordon C
II 7 spring 1981
latter day liberation
15 16

torkildson tim

clinical notes on the RM

sunstone 6 may june 1981

22 23

van camp L the mormon tabernacle choir A unique national institution
choraljournal21
choraljournal
the Chor
alJournal 21 december 1980 9 10
11
woman the developing careerist
wakefield susan
II 7 spring
exponent 117
1981

6

walgren kent L some sentimental thoughts on leaving the fold dialogue 13
winter 1980 75 80
ward maurine from adams rib to womens lib salt lake city bookcraft
1981

west petrea murdock
1981

depression buts and rebuts
debuts

11
exponent 117
II 7 winter

14 15

white 0 kendall jr
priesthood
30 44
3044
5044

the

boundary maintenance blacks and the mormon
journal of religious thought 37 fall winter 1980 81

abandoning an unpopular policy an
analysis of the decision granting the mormon priesthood to blacks

white 0 kendall jr and white daryl
sociological analysis 41 1980

231 45

an individual career and life planning guide for LDS
willden C boyd
youth
edd dissertation brigham young university 1980
234
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williams J D and firmage edwin B
the church in politics two views
sunstone 6 july august 1981 36 46
williams william A
backyard autonomy
the nation 233 5 september
1981

161

wilson william A on being human the folklore of mormon missionaries
logan utah state university 1981
A geographic investigation into the purpose and
wood sherrie lee martin
motivation of nonresident tourist visits to temple square
masters thesis
university of utah 1980
newsweek 27 april 1981
woodward kenneth L
onward mormon soldiers
pp 87 88
ap
woodward kenneth L and goodman jack
thus saith ezra benson
newsweek 19 october 1981 p 109
woodward kenneth L and salholz eloise A mormon revelation
newsweek
30 march 1981 p 76
young al R reynolds roger and haubrock kenneth A the mormon media
market orem cumorah publishing co 1981
LDS seminary teacher evaluation investigation into
zollinger ronald redford
the teachers stewardship and assessment instruments for classroom
evaluation
ed
eddD dissertation brigham young university 1981
A jew in zion
sunstone 6 september october 1981 35 44
zucker louis C
ajew
adew

biographical

AND FAMILY HISTORY

abbott delila M days of our fathers
facers salt lake city published by author 1981
fabers
1981

anderson lavina fielding
dallin H oaks the disciplined edge
ensign 11
april 1981 32 37
anderson richard lloyd investigating the book of mormon witnesses salt lake
city deseret book 1981
black pioneer was union fort settler
arlington
arrington leonard J
the pioneer 28
september october 1981 8 9
barnum reece richard
arch madsen
this people 2 holiday 1981 44 48
barrett ivan
ivanj
1981
ivanaJ young joseph salt lake city RIC publishing co 1981
barth fredrick H guided and guarded german war corporal turns to morearth associates 1981
monism salt lake city barth
elder charles A callis twentieth century missionary
bennett richard E
ensign 11 april 1981 46 51
bennion sherilyn cox
lula greene richards utahs
utahs first woman editor
brigham young university studies 21 spring 1981 155 74
mary bee
jensen sister folk dance
boyd gale T
beejensen
this people 2 winter
43
1981
198145
198143

bradford mary
14 26

1981

46
L

Soni ajohnson
ofsoniajohnson
the odyssey of
soniajohnson

dialogue

you look just like carol lynn pearson

14

summer 1981

this people

2

winter

24 31

brigham janet
brighamjanet

if only they played baseball

this people

2

conference 1981

12 17

burrup jay greaves A documented history of james burrup early mormon
pioneer provo stevensonn
stevensons
Steven
sons genealogical center 1980
235
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cannon elaine the seasoning salt lake city bookcraft 1981
chaffin bethany you too can make history salt lake city chelle publishing

co 1981
Cowle
cowley
cowley life with matthew
cowie
elvacowley
eiva
elva eiva
elva
cowleyelva
yElva

thispeople
this people

fall 1981 36 39
william D davies visits the welsh in utah in
davies phillips G ed and trans
1891
utah historical quarterly 49 fall 1981 374 87
day holmer kimberly maren
the importance of frederick kesler to the early
economic history of utah 1851 1865
masters thesis university of utah
2

1980

this people 2 fall 1981 40 44
here comes danny white
tyls people
tyis
this
richard M and linda eyre parenting made popular thispeople

dew sheri

2 summer 1981 12 17
wendellalJJ ashton
wendell
Wendel
wendellj
1981

perpetual motion

this people

2

summer

23 27

egbert robert L the richest man on earth the life story of robert anderson
np 1980
egbert ap
florence elsie delia adams our goodly parents samuel conrad adams and
deliah maria booth adams orem remember when publishing 1980
church history 5500
foster lawrence james J strang the prophet who failed
june 1981 182 92
gibbons francis M brigham young modern
modem moses prophet of god salt lake
city deseret book co 1981
gregory thomas J
brigham young university
sidney rigdon post nauvoo
studies 21 winter 1981 51 67
tyls people 2 summer 1981 40 45
tyis
johnny
hammond robin
thispeople
this
ensign 11 march 1981
what did joseph smith look like
hatch ephraim
1981
65 73

HT
hawkins gordon D A camellia for carolyn corona del mar calif
publishing co 1981
head derin lea
dian thomas roughing it on TV this people 2 summer
1981

28 31

heath steve harvey henry eyring mormon scientist master s thesis university of utah 1980
hill marvin S joseph smith the man some reflections on a subject of contbfigham young university studies 21 spring 1981 175 86
brigham
roversy
tro versy
A great man in israel
lewis warren shurtliff
hokanson paul miller
master s thesis brigham young university 1980
this people 2 fall 1981
in recognition of a remarkable life camilla kimball
1981
10 15

jesse addison udall

1893 1980

orem

remember when histories journals

1981

harriet young in first mormon pioneer company
the
pioneer 28 november december 1981 7 8
ensign 11
barbara smith A call to service a time to rejoice
jolley
jo ann
jolleyjo
johnson jeffrey

march 1981

karren keith J

0

16 20

the will to win the curt brinkman

story

orem

randall

publishers

1981
kimball heber C journal ofheber
of heber C
krauts pioneer press 1981

kimball

1882

reprint

salt lake city
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her C kimball mormon patriarch and pioneer urbana
kimball stanley B heber
he ker
university of illinois press 1981
1981
ber C kimball salt lake city
kraut ogden comp the wit and wisdom of
he her
ofheber
kraut s pioneer press 1981
ligget robert larry scott still in shape
this people 2 winter 1981 49 5511
Albert
lyman karl R the old settler A biography of
R lyman salt lake city
bertR
affert
ofAl
ofalbertr
ofalbert
publisher s press 1980
muo
muc
mac farlane salt lake city published
macfarlane L W yours sincerely john W
V macfarlane
by author 1980
matheson veldron robinson comp
our shakespearean
shakes earean heritage
the
th e
shakespeare hart ashley family provo press publishing 1980
mcallister jack
the unlikely daniel webster jones first spanish translations
from the book of mormon
ensign 11 august 1981 50 52
A new climate of liberation A tribute to fawn mckay
mcmurrin sterling M
brodie 1915 1981
dialogue 14 spring 1981 73 76
mehr kahlie johan and alma lindlof early saints in russia
ensign 11 july
22 24
1981
198122

midgley kenneth eardley
press 1981

miagleys
midgleys
ys utah pioneers kansas city
the Midgle

mo

lowell

miner glen bryant and caroline eyring facts and fancies of glen bryant miner
and caroline eyring miner family ap
1981
an andun
native pioneers
enduring
endun
ng legacy 4 1981 45 84
nelson lee mormon fortune builders and how they did it provo council

np

press 1981

11
II 7 spring 1981 2 4
newell linda king
exponent 117
in search of emma
nightingale lucinda A this Is rex campbell speaking talf
this
taif
this people 2 winter

34
198154
1981
198134

37

notable pioneers
palmer richard F

an enduring legacy 4 1981 217 264
yesteryears
Yester
years
brigham young in auburn NY

A quarterly

magazine for the appreciation and study of new york state history and
genealogy 24 fall 1980 19 23 24 winter 1980 81 27 33
smyth
parry
joseph smyra
the prophet salt
smith
SW
jay A and songer steven josepa
parryjayaandsongerstevenyor
the boy
lake city bookcraft 1981
1981
portraits of a danish family the bertelsens
an enduring legacy 4 1981
Bertel sens
265 344

builders of the kingdom george A smith john henry smith
george albert smith provo brigham young university press 1981
joseph F smith to his missionary
smith joseph F from prophet to son advice of ofjoseph
sons compiled and edited by hyrum M smith 111
III
lii and scott G kenney salt
lake city deseret book co 1981
1991
provo published by author 1981
smith wilford E A mormon holy joe
1981
sorenson toni christie
lawyer s lawyer marathon runner family man
this
people 2 fall 1981 16 19
sowby laurie williams
Wladi
wladimirjan
wladimir
mirjan
jan kochanski the people s pianist
this
people 2 winter 1981 20 23
spangler jerry D jane
ensign
johnston methodist minister to mormon pioneer
Jan ejohnston
pusey merio
merloj
merlo J
merlob

april

66 68
fawn mckay brodie
stephenson shirley E
dialogue 14 summer 1981 99 116
11

1981

an oral history

interview
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stratton clifford J and marsha romney
catherines faith vignettes from
the life of catherine jane cottom romney
ensign 11 september 1981
1981
52 54

andrew B christenson mormon educational pioneer provo
brigham young university press 1981
terry keith and ann eliza santa barbara butterfly publishing 1981
thacker chadley ann family facts at your fingertips salt lake city hawkes
publishing 1981
polities
I care nothing for politics
thatcher linda
ruth may fox forgotten suffr
fragist
utah historical quarterly 49 summer 1981 239 55 3
an enduring legacy 4 1981 169 216
two important journals
voices from the past diaries journals and autobiographies provo campus
education week brigham young university 1980
rx for bedtime this people 2 summer
jeniveve
wahlquist geniveve
Jeni veve james S jacobs arx

tate lucile

C

1

1981

37 39

lige
wait william A reverence foz
forline
life orem noble publishing co 1981
1981
for
forlife
elder paul dunn
ward maurine
this people 2 summer 1981 32 36
giants of the far country five generations of ranching
williams roger neville
rocky mountain magazine 3 september october 1981 34 38
the rockies
joseph smiths boyhood operation an 1813 surgical
wirthlin
Win hlin leroy S
success
brigham young university studies 21 spring 1981 131 54
wood margery W A life divided the biography of joseph marion tanner
1859 1927 salt lake city publishers press 1980
wright geneva ensign the adventures odamos
of amos wright mormon frontiersman
provo council press 1981
yorgason blaine M
ofjames yorgason A
the impact of polygamy upon the life ofjames
masters thesis brigham young
nineteenth century mormon bishop
university 1980
yorgason blaine M and yorgason brenton G the krystal promise salt lake
city bookcraft 1981

inspirational
all about raising children santa barbara pacific press 1981
1981
zor
ofeverlasting value vol111
barron howard H comp of everlasting
vol 111
zol
III
lif salt lake city hawkes
andelin helen

publishing 1980
bingham howard living with your teenager and enjoying it salt lake city
hawkes publishing 1980
blodgett christine my thankfulbook
thankful book salt lake city bookcraft 1981
1981
burr wesley yorgason brenton G and baker terry R creating a celestial marriage salt lake city bookcraft 1980
price of ofhappiness
cameron roderick L the piibe
happiness salt lake city hawkes publishing
1981

canfield anita

self esteem and the physical you

orem

randall publishers

1981

cannon elaine life one to a customer salt lake city bookcraft 1981
curdis
curris lindsay R parables for teaching salt lake city bookcraft 1981
curtis
Cut
cuthbert
hben derek A
hber
the business of being ensign 11 october 1981 68

71
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decker niel W what s the object A way to reach them springville
Springville utah art
city publishing co 1980
dennison mark A preparing for the greatest two years of your life salt lake
city hawkes publishing 1980
dunn paul H horizons salt lake city bookcraft 1981
erickson karla C invest in the best your kids salt lake city bookcraft 19
81
1981
brethren love your wives
faust james E
ensign 11 july 1981 34 37
fireside and devotional speeches provo university publications department
division of university relations brigham young university 1981
hanks marion D
an attitude the weightier matters ensign 11 july 1981
67 72

harrison grant von converting thousands A guide for missionaries provo
aaron publishing and indexing 1981
every missi
missionary
conary can baptize provo ensign publishing co 1981
onary
serve the lord with your heart provo aaron publishing and indexing 1981
1981
harrison grant von and gottfredson conrad trainers manual tools for missionaries
sion
slon
ilon
on aries provo aaron publishing and indexing 1981
si
hartshorn leon R A mothers love bountiful horizon publishers 1980
jack lawant patricia
all things in their time salt lake city hawkes
publishing 1980
eans salt lake city
kapp ardeth greene more
afore miracles in pinafores and bluel
kans
blue jeans
bruel
deseret book co 1981
kimball spencer W president kimball speaks out salt lake city deseret book

co

19811
198

president kimball speaks out on service to others
the new era
11 march 1981 46 49
La dayne thomas W ed plain talk A potpourri of plain and precious things
salt lake city venture press 1980
larsen dean L
ensign 11 september 1981
let your light so shine
21 25

maxwell neal A
the christ centered life ensign 11 august 1981 12 17
mcbride gary P A gold medal family A scriptural training program for rearing
children orem noble publishing 1981
monson thomas S honor thy mother salt lake city deseret book co 1981
naumann lissa K waiting for a missionary salt lake city hawkes publishing
1981

neelman rose

the

joy of womanhood

provo

brigham young university

publications 1981
petersen mark E family power salt lake city bookcraft 1981
rice joyce green love never ends salt lake city hawkes publishing 1981
1981
scott steven
stevenj
Steve
stevena
nJJ notes to note the canada vancouver mission provo harris
enterprises 1980
stephan eric G and smith judith stephan what happy families are doing
salt lake city deseret book co 1981
Surn
sumsion
slon oneita B moments in motherhood provo council press 1981
sion
tanner N eldon the power of example
ensign 11 december 1981 2 4
sacrifice 11 ensig
oune 1981 2 5
ensignn 11 june
points saltlakecity
turning
sait lake city bookcraft 1981
salt
turningpoints
watkins janetN
janet N savoring the sabbath bountiful horizon publishers 1980
watkinsjanetn
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whetten john D making the most of your mission salt lake city deseret book
co 1981
1981
yorgason brenton
bremon baker terry and burr wesley from two to one preparing
1981
for a lasting marriage salt lake city bookcraft 1981
young karen M favorite sunday activities salt lake city deseret book co
1981

zeidner ron and janie exaltation one step at a time
publishing co 1981

salt lake city

RIC

historical
ecological succession and mormon colonization in the
abruzzi william stewart
phd dissertation state university of new york
little colorado river basin
at binghamton 1981
bork
Cali
spanishfork
fork city on the rio de aguas calientes
salientes
allred lanora P spanish
entes spanish fork
utah J mart publishing co 1981
and they knew not joseph time 30 march 1981 p 77
christ
anderson C leroy for ch
ist wilt
will
wiil come tomorrow morning the saga of the
chist
Morri sites logan utah state university press 1981
morrisites
anderson lavina fielding
139 year old portraits of joseph and emma smith

ensign 11 march 1981 62 64
anderson paul L
the early twentieth century temples

dialogue 14 spring

9 19

1981

arrington leonard J
the writing of latter day saint history problems
accomplishments
acomplishments and admonitions
dialogue 14 fall 1981 119 29
arrington leonard J and bitton davis saints without halos salt lake city

signature books 1981
brigham young and the salt lake theatre 1862 1877
asahina robert reese
phd dissertation tufts university 1980
backman milton ajr
V jr
witnesses of the glories of heaven
ensign 11 march
I1

1981

vjr
58 61

gentile and gentile mormon and jew
midstream 27
bandes hanna
february 1981 7 12
barker charles A
moral man and moral society
in men women and issues in
american history vol 1 rev edited by howard H quint and milton cantor
111.
ill
iii
lii
lil the dorsey press 1980
pp 170 87 homewood 111
ap
barnett steven G
the canes of the martyrdom brigham young university
studies 21 spring 1981 205 11
beacom seward E silent fingers of faith north haven maine north haven
historical society 1981
women s work on the mormon frontier
beecher maureen ursenbach
utah
historical quarterly 49 summer 1981 276 90
bennion sherilyn cox
enterprising ladies utah s nineteenth century women
editors
utah historical quarterly 49 summer 1981 291 304
berbert geri
disaster on the missouri
ensign 11 september 1981 28 30
excavations at the peter whitmer home fayette new york
berge dale L
newsletter and proceedings of the society for early historic archaeology 145
august 1980 1 5
state 34 april 1981 10 13
big brother and the church
und
church anastate
and stute
andstate
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boone david flake
the worldwide evacuation of latter day saint missionaries at
II
the beginning of world war 11
masters thesis brigham young university
1981

theological marionettes historicism in mormon history
borg roger elvin
thetean 1981 5 20
the thegean
bradley martha sonntag
the church and colonel saunders mormon stanmasters thesis brigham young university 1981
dard plan architecture
1981
the cloning of mormon architecture dialogue 14 spring 1981
1981
20 31

bringhurst newell G

the descendants of ham in zion

discrimination
against blacks along the shifting mormon frontier 1830 1920
nevada
historical society quarterly 24 winter 1981 298 318
mormonism in black africa changing attitudes and practices
sunstone 6 may june 1981 15 21
1830 1981
britsch lanier
maori traditions and the mormon church
the new era 11
june 1981 38 46
brooks juanita quicksand and cactus A memoir of the southern mormon frontier salt lake city westwater howe brothers 1981
sunstone 6 january february 1981
discovering chesterfield
call craig
23 26

carpenter roy F
carter thomas

house rock valley
frontier times 54 may 1980
cultural veneer decorative plastering in utahs
valley
utah historical quarterly 49 winter 1981 68 77
cormons
champion brian
the press parliament and polygamy the mormons
canada
thetean 1981 21 29
the thegean
117
chandler rebecca
its their sesquicentennial too exponent 111
1981

22 24

sanpete
come to
summer

9

Rex burg tabernacle history
snake riverechoes
clements louisj
louis J comp redburg
rexburg
river echoes 10
no 2 29 40
A history of blacks in utah 1825 1910
phd dissercoleman ronald gerald
tation university of utah 1980
prophet joseph smith A historical and
cook lyndon W the revelations of the prophetjoseph
biographical commentary of the doctrine and covenants provo seventy s
mission bookstore 1981
cook lyndon W and cannon donald Q A new light breaks forth essays in
mormon history salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
the 1856
Handcart comcornwall rebecca F and arrington leonardj
leonard J rescue odthe
1856handcart
of rhe
panies provo brigham young university press 1981
dialogue 13 winter
crawley peter
the passage of mormon primitivism

1980 26
198026

37

pioneer
thepioneer
cormons
Mor mons
III
critchlow william J 111
goodyear s fort acquired by mormons
ili
the
28 september october 1981 6 7
deseret news 1982 church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1981
doane charles L russon leo W and hurst archie S comps salt lake rose
park stake history salt lake city salt lake rose park stake 1980
essays in mormon historiography
phd dissertadobay clara marie viator
tion university of houston 1980
Or egons grande ronde valley A
dull kenneth gerald mormon migration to oregons
portent of future mormon expansion
masters thesis utah state university
1981
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emery county historical society emery county 1880 1980 castle dale utah
emery county historical society 1981
111
esplin fred the joseph smith III
ili document juggling a historical hot potato
utah holiday 10 april 1981 11 12
esplin ronald kent
the emergence of brigham young and the twelve to mormon leadership 18 3 0 1941
phd dissertation brigham young university
1941
1981

foster lawrence religion and sexuality three american communal experiments
of the nineteenth century new york oxford university press 1981
Sl avers
clavers
foster robert L
frontier times 55 may
the rocky mountain slavers
44 47

1981

friel laura
1981

when brigham came to dinner

utah holiday

11

december

44 47

gee elizabeth dutson justice for all or for the elect an examination of the
masters thesis brigham young
utah county probate court 1855 1872
university 1980
godfrey kenneth W
1981

150 years

of general conference

ensign

11

february

66 74

the salt lake temple

hamilton charles mark

A monument to a people

utah preservation restoration 3 1981 6 18
und
and the american experience chicago university of
hansen klausj
klausa mormonism andthe
chicago press 1981

re
reestablishing community an analysis of joseph
hansen warren david
establishing
smiths social thought in the context of philosophical tradition
phd
dissertation rutgers university 1980
Home town sketchbook
hometown
hart newell and martin gregory sievers et al
prestons
Pres tons main street in transition preston idaho cache valley newsletter
publication co

haslam
1842

hayward
thesis

1981

gerald myron

the norwegian

experience with mormonism
phd dissertation brigham young university 1981
1920
masters
barbara jean
anti polygamy society 1878 1884
utahs antipolygamy
brigham young university 1980
buildings on capitol hill salt lake city salt lake city utah heritage

historical
foundation 1981
hogan mervin B mormonism and freemasonry the illinois episode salt lake
city campus graphics 1980
III blessing document Is authentic
howard richard P
ili
the joseph smith 111

august 1981 10 11
jackson richard H
utahs harsh lands hearth of greatness utah historical
quarterly 49 winter 1981 4 25
A history analysis and registry of mormon architectural
janetski joyce athay
art glass in utah master s thesis university of utah 1981
1981
louis comfort tiffany stained glass in utah
utah preservasaints herald 128

1

restoration 3 1981 19 25
stained glass windows A latter day saint legacy
ensign 11
41
january 1981 34
341
johansson C fritz wartime mission in sweden
ensign 11 april 1981 44 45
multiply and divide
katzenbach mary B
columbus ohio
arthur W
ballantyne 1981
tion
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kearl james R pope clayne L and wimmer larry T
household wealth in a
settlement economy utah 1850 1870
journalofeconomic
journal
thejournal
the
ofeconomic
of Economic history 40
september 1980 477 96
love sex roles and sexuality in victorian utopias the
ordered lope
kern louis J an orderedlove
cormons andthe
shakers the mormons
rhe
the oneida community chapel hill university of
and rge
north carolina press 1981
kimball stanley B
kinderhook plates brought to joseph smith appear to be
nineteenth century hoax ensign 11 august 1981 66 74
sunstone 6 may june 1981 36 39
a cohab
kirby dale 2
from the pen of
cocab
ofacohab
LDS soldiers in the
A valiant little band
lecheminant wilford hill
crimean war
ensign 11 january 1981 18 21
Cowsheds of the mormon country
lee david R and lee hector H thatched cowsheds
western folklore 40 april 1981 171 87
levison catherine H hastings D W and Harriso
harrlson
harrison
epiderniologic
harrisonj
J N the epidemiologic
harrisone
nJ
transition in a frontier town manti utah 184
american journal
18499 1977
of physical anthropology 56 september 1981 83 93
long everette B the saints and the union utah territory during the civil war
urbana university of illinois press 1981
Lundquis tJohn
lundquist
john M life in ancient biblical lands ensign 11 december 1981
lundquistjohn
1981
31 47

lyman edward leo
the mormon quest for utah statehood phd dissertation university of california riverside 1981
mormon women and the struggle for definition the
madsen carol cornwall
sunstone 6 november december 1981 7 11
nineteenth century church
madsen steven K A union utah history union utah union fort chapter
sons of utah pioneers 1981
mann E L
postscript to a tragedy
hobbies 86 june 1981 118 19
mccarty richard lincoln
sandy town A mormon confrontation with the
masters thesis university of nevada at las vegas 1981
mohave desert
Re
mcdonald michael E
rerolling the joseph smith papyri
newsletter and prorolling
ceedings
ce
of the society for early historic archaeology 146 may 1981 1 5
post war
mehr kahlie
the langheinrich legacy record gathering in postwar
germany
ensign 11 june 1981 22 25
mraz barb
island king
liberty 76 july august 1981 14 15
cormons in american history salt lake city university of
mulder william the mormons

utah

press 1980

munkres robert L saleratus any
andsagebrush the oregon trail through wyoming
and
sagebrush
cheyenne wyoming state archives and historical department 1981
the nauvoo brass band an enduring legacy 4 1981 85 136
newbury colin W tahiti nui change and survival in french polynesia
1767 1945 honolulu university press of hawaii 1980
nibley hugh W the lachish
lackish letters documents from gehis
lehis day ensign 11

december 1981 48 54
olsen steven L joseph smith and the structure of mormon identity
dialogue
14 fall 1981 89 99
oman susan staker
nurturing LDS primaries louie felt and may anderson
1880 1940
utah historical quarterly 49 summer 1981 262 75
peterson charles S
life in a village society 1877 1920
utah historical
quarterly 49 winter 1981 78 96
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peterson paul henry
the mormon reformation phd dissertation brigham
young university 1981
1981
pioneer dancing
an enduring legacy 4 1981 345 83
porter larry C and shipps
colesville
shippsjan
jan eds the Co
lesville new york exodus seen
new york history 62 april 1981
from two documentary perspectives
201 11

price dorothy and turnbow stella footpri
ants
footprints
nts in a beautiful valley A history of
fabiona
Springville art city publishing co 1981
tabiona hanna valley springville
ricardo and perla garcia first saints in chile
this people 2 conference 1981
28 31

mormon truet
richards Aure
aurella
aurelia
lake city hawkes publishing 1980
sait
salt dake
liaPP toe
the
themormontrad
trail saltlakecity
rollmann hans
the early baptist career of sidney rigdon in warren ohio
brigham young university studies 21 winter 1981 37 50
saga of San
sanpitch
pitch gunnison utah valley printing 1981
sanditch
1981
joseph smith A review essay
searle howard C
authorship of the history of ofjoseph
brigham young university studies 21 winter 1981 101 22
sunstone 6
shipps jan
the mormon past revealed or revisited
november december 1981 55 57
sill sterling W lessonsfrom
lessons from great lives bountiful horizon publishers 1981
women and the socialist party in utah 1900 1920
sillito john R
utah
historical quarterly 49 summer 1981 220 38
snow lorenzo
sunstone 6 january february 1981
greeting to the world
31

stegner wallace the gathering ofzion
of zion the story of the mormon trail 1964
reprint salt lake city westwater press 1981
A little leavening
brigham young university studies 21
thayn florian H
spring 1981 211 24
tracking the mormon relic
thomas janet
this people 2 conference 1981
1981
32 33

updike paulj
updikepaulj
4

the pioneer 28 january february

early arizona history

1981

5

van wagoner richard and walker steve
day 10

september 1981 57 63
the return of thomas

B

chief walker revisited

marsh

ufah
utah
holiurahholi

sunstone 6 july august 1981

28 30

growing up in early utah the wasatch literary association
1874 1878
sunstone 6 november december 1981 44 51
professor seixas the hebrew bible and the book of
walton michael T
sunstone 6 march april 1981 41 43
abraham
washburn david lee
the deterioration of
the first eight years
mormon federal relations in utah 18
5 0 18
57
masters thesis university of
1850
1857

walker ronald W

utah

1980

wells merle W
law in the service of politics anti mormonism in idaho
territory
idaho yesterdays 25 spring 1981 33 43
idaho
preserving our past opportunities for future research
yesterdays 24 winter 1981 11 17
mormon resistance and accommodation from comwhite 0 kendall jr
munitarian
muni tarian socialism to corporate capitalism
in self help in urban
patterns of minority economic development edited by scott
Amei
america
ica
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cummings pp
ap 89 112 port washington NY national university publications kennikat
Kenn ikat press 1980
john an early latter day saint history the book ofjobn
whitmer kept
whitmer
whitmerjohn
Whitme
rJohn
of john whitmerkept
by commandment
edited by F mark mckiernan and roger D launius
independence herald publishing house 1981
ng legacy 4 1981 1 44
enduring
endun
the year 1880 an andun
yurtinus john F
mormon battalion soldiers
images of early california
aern
sour
jern
recollections during the war with mexico
southern
bern california quarterly 63
Sout
spring 1981 23 43
zimmerman vicki
alvin pliny bean reflections on palmyra
this people 2

winter

1981

38 42

DOCTRINAL

adams

L

lamar the living message of1saiah
of isaiah salt lake city deseret book co

1981

albanese catherine L mormonism and the male female god an exploration in
sunstone 6 march april 1981 52 58
active mysticism
alexander thomas G
the word of wisdom from principle to requirement
dialogue 14 fall 1981 78 88
backman robert L
what the lord requires of fathers ensign 11 september
1981

6 11

A gift given a gift taken washing anointing and blessing
bates irene M
sunstone 6 september
the sick among mormon women a response

october 1981

27 28

bell elouise M
the better for my foes the role of opposition sunstone 6
january february 1981 18 22
bennion lowell understanding the scriptures salt lake city deseret book co
1981

who
between ring and temple A handbook for engagedlds couples and others wao
needa
review
dake city olympus publishing co 1981
sait lake
salt
a redlew
need
saitlakecity
needareview
bishop michael guy the celestial family early mormon thought on life and
death 1830 1846 carbondale southern illinois university 1981
book of mormon the doctrine and covenants the pearl of great price english
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1981
1981 ed salt lake city the church ofjesus
smatterings
ings and gatherings of israel
brandt edward J
scatterings
ensign 11
the Scatter
december 1981 26 30
excommunication and church courts A note from the
bush lester E jr
general handbook of instructions
dialogue 14 summer 1981 74 98
the word of wisdom in early nineteenth century perspective

dialogue 14 fall 1981 46 65
christensen culley K the adam god maze

scottsdale ariz

independent

publishers 1981
becoming
christensen steven F
the sunstone review 1 september october
1981 42 44
198142
clement russell T polynesian origins more word on the mormon perspective
dialogue 13 winter 1980 88 98
collier fred C doctrine of the priesthood salt lake city colliers publishing

co 1981
1981
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collier fred C comp unpublished revelations of prophets and presidents of the
church of
jesus
christ of latter day saints sait
ofjesus
salt lake city colliers publishing
saitlakecity
lefus christoflatter
lesus

co 1981
1981
cook melvin garfield everlasting burnings salt lake city phoenix publishing
1981
croft D james

book of mormon wordprints
Wordprints reexamined

march april 1981

sunstone 6

15 21

crowther duane S thus saith the lord
the role of prophets and revelation in the kingdom of god bountiful horizon publishers 1980
your eternal choice sait
paul H youreternalchoice
dunnpaulh
1981
dunn PaulH
salt
lake city bookcraft
saltlakecity
bookcraft1981
mormons
Mormons view on evolution saltlakecity
eberhard ernest jr the
origin A cormons
sait
salt lake city
theorigin
published by author 1981
england kathy what Is faith salt lake city deseret book co 1981
priesthood and the male experience
harward michael T
sunstone 6
september october 1981 45 49
hicks michael
do you preach the orthodox religion sunstone 6 september
october 1981 29 34
hillam ray cole
utopian and realistic thoughts in international relations
some scriptural perspectives
dialogue 13 winter 1980 99 107
hinckley gordon B be thou an example salt lake city deseret book co 1981
holmes reed israel land
Landof
of zion independence herald publishing house
landofzion
1981

jones gerald E and smith scott S animals and the gospel thousand oaks
calif millennial productions 1980
kimball spencer W
ensign
he did it with all his heart and prospered
11

march 1981 2 5
pray always

ensign 11 october 1981 2 6
president kimball speaks out on administration to the sick
the
new era 11 october 1981 44 50
president kimball speaks out on profanity
ensign 11
february 1981 2 5
president kimball speaks out on tithing
era 11 april
new eru
newera
the gewera
1981

4 8

gib
kocherhansgib
kocherhans

reflections on the law of moses old testament apostasy in
context
ensign 11 june 1981 14 2 11
response to book of mormon word
larsen wayne A and rencher alvin C
prints reexamined sunstone 6 march april 1981 22 26
larson anthony E
utah 1
and the moon shall turn to blood
crown summit books 1981
lebaron cheryl chastity now and forever salt lake city RIC publishing co
1981

ludlow daniel H A companion to your study of the old testament salt lake
city deseret book co 1981
aaron
ludlow victor L
ensign 11 february 1981 36 40
unlocking the old testament salt lake city deseret book co
1981

lund gerald N

salvation

by grace or by works

ensign

11

april

1981

16 23

your guns brethren
madsen mac put away
awayyourgunsbrethren

salt lake city hawkes publishing

1981
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marquardt H michael the book ofabraham
ad ed rev salt
of abraham papyrus found 2d
lake city modern microfilm co 1981
Th eJoseph
marquardt H michael comp the
joseph smith egyptian papers cullman ala
thejoseph
printing service 1981
mauss armand L
Phara ohs curse the decline and fall of the
the fading of the pharaohs
priesthood ban against blacks in the mormon church
dialogue 14 fall
10
45
1045

1981

maxwell neal A

co

notwithstanding my weakness

salt lake city

deseret book

19811
198

teaching opportunities from the old testament

ensign

11

april 1981 56 61
mccall kim
sunstone 6
what Is moral obligation within mormon theology
november december 1981 27 31
mcconkie bruce R the mortal messiah from bethlehem to calvary book 4 salt
lake city deseret book co 1981
mccue
mccuerobertj
robert J did the word of wisdom become a commandment in 1851
18 51
RobertJ
dialogue 14 fall 1981 66 77
meyers mary ann
death in swedenborgian and mormon eschatology
dialogue 14 spring 1981 58 64
mormons believe salt lake city horizon publishers 1981
miller ken what the cormons
1981
monson thomas S conference classics salt lake city deseret book co 1981
the mormon bible dictionary salt lake city deseret book co 1980
newell linda king
A gift given A gift taken washing anointing and
blessing the sick among mormon women
sunstone 6 september october
1981

16
25
1625

nibley hugh abraham in egypt salt lake city deseret book co 1981
nyman monte S
restoring plain and precious parts the role of latter day
scriptures in helping Us understand the bible
ensign 11 december 1981
1981
19 25

olsen steven L
zion the structure of a theological revolution
sunstone 6
november december 1981 21 26
openshaw robert R the notes or selected references on the falness
fulness of the
gospel for
gospelfor
fot saints and other interested students Pi nesdale mont bitterroot
publishing co 1980
pace george W what it means to know christ provo council press 1981
packard dennis and sandra feasting upon the word salt lake city deseret

book co
1981
co1981
petersen mark E children of promise the lamanites
Lama nites yesterday and today salt
lake city bookcraft 1981
isaiah for today salt lake city deseret book co 1981
1981
egypt salt lake city deseret book co 1981
joseph of
ofegypt
1981
the mission of elijah ensign 11 august 1981 64 65
peterson H burke
prayer try again
ensign 11 june 1981 72
75
7275
pratt orson the bible and
Polygamy
1874 reprint salt lake city krauts
andpolygamy
pioneer press 1980
priesthood salt lake city deseret book co 1981
A gift given a gift taken washing anointing and blessquinn D michael
ing the sick among mormon women a response
sunstone 6 september

october 1981

26 27
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read lenet hadley

all things testify of him understanding symbolism in the

scriptures
ensign 11 january 1981 4 7
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints for he shall be my successor independence herald publishing house 1981
ensign 11 april 1981
richards legrand
the righteous shall come forth
1981
8 11

roberts brigham H
microfilms 1980
romney marion G
1981

roberts manuscripts
manusciipts revealed

salt lake city

if ye are prepared ye shall not fear

ensign

modern
11

july

2 5

principles of temporal salvation
ensign 11 april1981
april 1981 2 7
we believe in being chaste ensign 11 september 1981 2 4
russon robb letters to a new elder salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
Sesh achari candadai
Cand adai
seshachari
revelation the cohesive element in international mordialogue 13 winter 1980 38 46
monism
andredemption of christ
shields steven L no greater sacrifice the atonement and redemption
bountiful horizon publishers 1980
ajr jr defending the keystone book of mormon difficulties
smith george D
sunstone 6 may june 1981 45 50
corance
sorance
mormons
So rance andrew J
Mor mons
genealogy and the cormons
the scottish genealogist 227
june 1980 59 61
sorenson
sunstone 6 may june 1981 10 14
sorensonjohn
Sorenso
john L ritual as theology
nJohn
sowell madison U
defending the keystone
the comparative method
sunstone 6 may june 1981 44
reexamined
some thoughts on
stradling rebecca gwynn
between faith and charity
ensign 11 july 1981 26 29
hope
tanner N eldon trusting the lord s promise ensign 11 august 1981 2 4
underwood grant
seminal versus sesquicentennial saints A look at mormon
millennialism
dialogue 14 spring 1981 32 44
vestal kirk holland and wallace arthur the firm foundation of
mormonism
ofmormonism

djr

los angeles LL co 1981
von wellnitz marcus the catholic liturgy and the mormon temple
brighum
biggham
biigham
brigham
young university studies 21 winter 1981 3 35
christ and the patriarchs new lightfrom
ligga
light atom
from apocryphal literature and
tradition bountiful horizon publishers 1981
wallace arthur LDS roots in egypt los angeles LL co 1981

bibliography
mormons in the padi
padl
clement russell T comp cormons
nrc
pacific
lale hawaii
laie
Pari
fic A bibliography laiehawaii
institute for polynesian studies 1981
mormon bibliography 1979 1980
duvall scott and dunn scott C
b7igham
brigham
young university studies 21 spring 1981 225 44
A survey of current literature
stathis stephen W
dialogue 14 spring 1981
1981
92 103

tuterow norman E
westport
West
pon colo

the

mexican american
greenwood press 1981

war an annotated bibliography
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buerger david john A unique historical and doctrinal index to the journal of
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kearl james R pope clayne L and wimmer Lar
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larry
18500
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genealogical publishing co 1981
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